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Letters from the Secretary-General
Dear Delegates and Faculty Advisors,

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to this year’s edition of Altair Model United Nations!

Model UN is an activity that I am very passionate about and I know that many of you are too.

Serving as the Secretary-General this year has been a great honor and responsibility. While we are

facing the challenge of hosting the conference virtually, it is amazing to see that despite these

unconventional circumstances so many of you are willing to continue working and taking part in

events such as this one. It shows true commitment.

I discovered the world of MUN in 2019. While I had participated in Parliamentary Style Debate

for many years before, MUN offered a very different experience which centered greatly around

dialoguing with new people and creativity. I quickly became fascinated with the community of so

many like minded individuals who are so hardworking and dedicated to debating about global

issues. MUN is more than representing a country or winning an award, but it is the community of

people who all share these interests. It is about self growth and pushing yourself to go out of your

comfort zone.

AltMUN 2021 will be the third edition of this annual event. Over the years our delegation has

grown and organization skills have also improved greatly. Our goal is to provide you with a

unique experience as we have planned for all the committees to cover relevant topics in the most

engaging way. This year we have been faced with the challenge of hosting an international event.

We look forward to hosting delegates from across Latin America and the rest of the world. While

I for sure miss debating in person, it is amazing the way that virtuality allows us to connect with

more people at a global level.

Last, but certainly not least, I would like to give special recognition to the entire AltMUN

secretariat. Everything we have accomplished so far has been thanks to your long hours of work

and meticulous planning. Thanks to all of you, planning this conference, which may seem like an

overwhelming task,  has become a challenge that we have tackled together.

We thank you for taking part in AltMUN 2021 and hope you have an amazing time! See you

soon!

Kind Regards,

Valerie Aronhalt

Secretary-General, Altair Model United Nations 2021
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Letters from the Committee Director
Dear Delegates,

My name is Hugo Alonso Contreras Velasco, and I am 19 years old. I completed the German

baccalaureate (Abitur) at the Colegio Peruano-Alemán Alexander von Humboldt, where I

obtained an excellent result as first place. I am absolutely delighted to have the opportunity to

be your director on this occasion, mainly because I am really passionate about the subject and

always ready to discuss it.

Regarding my experience at MUN, I started in 2016 when I was living in Colombia because of

my father's work as a Peruvian diplomat, who instilled in me since I was a child an interest in

reading and analysing international relations. Since I returned three years ago, I have remained

totally immersed in this activity, which has become one of my greatest passions. I have

participated in twenty-two conferences, seventeen as a delegate and five as a member of the

chair. I am what you might call a "hardcore" crisis delegate, mainly because of my enjoyment of

the volatile atmosphere, to say the least, of crisis committees and the Security Council.

On a personal level, apart from Model UN, I love reading, especially essays and chronicles,

mainly on history and foreign policy. Hence, I will be studying history and (geo-)political

science at the Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz in Germany in a few months' time. I have

always been drawn to the work of a historian and diplomat, perhaps by inheritance. In my spare

time I enjoy listening to music, especially martial marches, as well as watching YouTube videos,

especially of political satire, and taking short naps. Otherwise, I am also an avid gamer of any

Nintendo console and, eventually, an amateur actor.

On the subject of the committee, I must admit that I am passionate about US politics. As I

mentioned, I enjoy geopolitics very much, so I am aware that the future of the first global power

affects the rest of the planet. The radicalisation resulting from Trump's second impeachment

process could mean the beginning of a free path for more rupturist alternatives in the White

House in the future, a situation that would have profound repercussions both in the region and in

Peru. Likewise, the end of a broadly non-interventionist administration and its replacement with

one that is more in line with Washington's and the Democratic Party's tradition of geo-strategic

meddling under Biden gives food for thought.

Remember that the study guide should mark only a basis for your approach to the topic. It is

imperative to look for as much information as possible. We look forward to seeing you!

Cordially yours,

Hugo Alonso Contreras Velasco, committee director of the US Senate
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Letter from the assistant directors

Dear delegates,

Hi, I am Juan Pablo O’Brien, and I will be the assistant director in the US Senate. My MUN

experience began a few years ago and in hindsight joining my school’s MUN team was one of

the best decisions I have taken in my school time.

Whenever I am not in school or doing MUN or debate I am probably watching YouTube videos

ranging from historical documentaries to movie reviews or drinking Pepsi. See you soon!

Sincerely yours,

Juan Pablo O’Brien, assistant director of the US Senate

Dear Delegates,

Hi, delegates my name is Joaquín Arribas and I will be one of your ADs in the US Senate. I

developed an interest in MUN last year because I saw it as an opportunity to hone certain skills

such as public speaking, information synthesis and above all negotiation. I am sure everyone

involved will be able to hone these skills as well. I look forward to seeing how this conference

unfolds.

Sincerely yours,

Joaquín Arribas, assistant director of the US Senate
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Overview of the Topic
The second impeachment of the 45th President Donald J. Trump started on January 13th of 2021

after his first impeachment trial in December 2019. In this case, the House of Representatives

adopted one article to impeach Donald Trump because of “inciting insurrection”, referring to the

storm to the capitol that occurred on January 6 by an overwhelming number of Trump

supporters.

The reason Trump was accused of inciting these events was because of the constant and

numerous occasions Trump publicly denounced voter fraud against him and in favour of now

President Joe R. Biden. More specifically due to his massive rally in front of the Capitol on

January 6 to push Vice President Mike Pence to overturn the electoral votes through his official

faculties and/or foment that republican senators contest the election result during the counting

session.

With these allegations spread throughout the president’s social media and public discourse,

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi was quick to give an ultimatum to Vice President Pence to assume

the presidency within 24 hours to replace Trump by invoking the 25th Amendment of the US

Constitution. This allows the cabinet to vacate the president in case of physical or mental

incapacity to continue holding the charge.

With Mike Pence rejecting the ultimatum, the House of Representatives filled the impeachment

article and approved to impeach Trump with 232 votes in favour and 197 against. Afterwards,

the Senate was legally urged to hold an impeachment trial against President Trump to decide

whether to convict or acquit him. 67 votes, or two thirds of the senate, were needed to

successfully convict him.

The defence of Trump in the trial was led by Michael van der Veen, a personal lawyer, alongside

Bruce Castor and David Schoen while the prosecuting managers of the House were led by Rep.

Jamie Raskin of Maryland, Rep. Eric Swalwell of California, among others. This was the first

time in U.S history that a president was impeached two times after leaving the Oval Office. 57

senators voted “guilty”, and 43 senators voted “not guilty”. In this way, Trump was officially

liberated from any charge on February 13, 2021.

The United States Senate

The upper chamber of the Congress

The US Senate is the upper chamber of the United States Congress. It was established in 1789

under constitutional rule. This chamber is meant to represent the will of the states permanently,
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as each state designates two senators for six years through popular vote and half of the assembly

is renewed every two years. Thus, the US Senate is also called “the house that never dies”.

The constitutional mandate of the Senate is to check

the popularly elected House of Representatives. As

so, the Senate is composed by 100 legislators, 2

representing each state equally not regarding its

population size. Its supervision duty makes it

possible to instate legislation only when the two

chambers approve it. Hence, for example, even

though an impeachment article requires the House

approval of the articles, it is the Senate, the

institution which tries the accused president.

Nevertheless, common legislation (e.g., laws) can be introduced for the first time by either of

the two chambers.

History of the US Senate

As the United States of America was meant to reduce the original semi-independence of each

state and concentrate more power in the federal government. The Founding Fathers intended to

create a mechanism to represent the will of each state of the union equally, regardless of them

having different amounts of population.

For this reason, the Constitution framers led by James Madison agreed to create chambers to

supervise the role of the executive branch. Whereas the House of Representatives was created to

represent the populations of each state proportionally and thus having different amounts of

legislators depending on the state, the Senate was

meant to represent each state equally and balance

the power between larger and smaller states.

Whereas nowadays, this can be considered

antidemocratic, by the time of the Founding Fathers

the Senate was not only meant to protect the people

of each state from the central power (the

presidency) but also from themselves and the tyranny of the majority (embodied by the House

of Representatives). In fact, it wasn’t until the implementation of the 13th Amendment in 1913

where the Senate began to be directly elected. Originally, the senators were elected indirectly,

appointed by the state legislatures. Madison considered advocating for giving each senator a
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six-year term, this due to the stability attached to longer periods necessary for the house of

balance.

The Senate met for the first time on March 4, 1789 after ratifying the constitution. Only 8

members assisted with a quorum of 11 members at that time. This improvised assembly

summoned the first commissions which have endured until today (e.g., the Commission on

Foreign Relations). They also redacted the senatorial rules, which has been constantly modified

by legislation until today. As the US expanded its territory throughout the years, the number of

senators also grew. Therefore, on November 2, 1800, the Senate was installed at the second

floor of the Capitol Building in the well-known semi-circular hall.

From 22 official members in 1789, to 48 in 1800 to 100 in 1913, the Senate grew immensely

since the beginning as the official representation of each state. However, the major changes to

the Senate occurred in 1913 and with the implementation of the 13th Amendment which

essentially changed its organizational framework. By making its election direct by popular vote,

the leadership inside was transferred from senior senators and committee chairs to the party

leadership with majority and minority leaders. As a direct consequence, the Senate is a fully

party-based institution nowadays.

In its recent history, the Senate was not only responsible for common legislation and statical

representation, but also for defining the US policy towards the War of 1812, war profiteering in

the 1940s, combat against organized crime in the 1950s, the Vietnam War in the 1960s, the

Watergate scandal in the 1960s, etc. As such, the Senate was characterized for being one the

most important and relevant institutions of US history whose importance transcends until now,

as the final instance to ever rule on the impeachment of a non-incumbent president.

Powers of the Senate

The Senate, as the upper chamber of the US congress, is allowed to either introduce legislation

or revise it depending on which chamber introduces it for the first time. As such, the law should

be passed at first in the committee and then in the plenary hall. The Senate has also the power to

override a presidential veto on a law, without having to revise it, with a qualified (⅔) majority.

All in all, the Senate has also particular and exclusive faculties in contrast to the House of

Representatives. Here they are explained shortly:

● Voting System: The Senate acts substantially through voting. In comparison to other

legislatures in the United States, this institution can variate in its voting system. It can

either decide to vote on a bill, resolutions, amendments, etc. Either through roll-call

voting, voice voting and/or unanimous consent. Roll-call voting must be invoked
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through motion approved by three fifths of the quorum. With this system, the chair of

the Senate calls each legislator who must respond with “yea” or “nay”. Through voice

voting, all senators must respond “yea” or “nay” unanimously. A Senator can also

invoke a division vote to ask the chair to recount all “yeas” and “nays” of a voice voting

procedure. Finally, the unanimous consent, as its name expresses, happens whenever

some substantial affair is passed unanimously by the chair. This procedure can be

invoked by every senator and it passes as long there is no objection to it. In case of tie

for simple majority procedures, the vice president votes to break it.

● Treaties: The Senate, according to Article II, section 2 of the Constitution, is the only

institution allowed to approve international treaties proposed by the president. Treaties

are legally binding documents between two or more states which are meant to be

validated in the senate with qualified majority. Whereas the Senate does not ratify a

treaty, it gives the president the faculty to ratify said agreement by a ratification

resolution. A treaty must be presented to the Committee on Foreign Affairs to rule its

validation course. In comparison to bills and resolutions, when a new congress is

installed every year, presented treaties remain in the Commission permanently until a

decision is taken, so treaties can be discussed for many years. In recent years, however,

presidents tended to sign executive treaties by executive order. Whereas these

documents do not need the consent of the Senate, they are equally binding.

● Nominations: “[The President] shall nominate, and by and with the Advice and

Consent of the Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls,

Judges of the Supreme Court, and all other Officers of the United States, whose

Appointments are not herein otherwise provided for.” (Article II, section 2). The US

Senate is the only institution allowed to confirm such nominations or to deny them.

● Investigation: The US Congress, both the Senate and the House of Representatives,

have the authority to carry out parliamentary investigations through investigative

commissions. Even though this is not established in the Constitution, the Federalist

Papers and the Supreme Court at its creation ratified this congressional and thus

senatorial faculty.

● Expulsion: “Each House [of Congress] may determine the Rules of its proceedings,

punish its members for disorderly behaviour, and, with the concurrence of two-thirds,

expel a member.” (Article I, section 5). The Senate is allowed to expel one of its

members by qualified majority.
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● Declaration of war: The Congress is the only institution allowed to declare war to a

foreign nation with a qualified majority in both chambers. The president can only send

troops outside US territory for a maximum of 30 months. This faculty also allows the

Senate to block president withdrawal of troops.

● Censure: Whereas this term does not appear in the constitution, customary rule allowed

the Senate to censure public authorities. A censure is a formal condemnation or

denouncement of a person. While this does not have any legally binding consequences,

it reflects national rejection towards one individual or individuals. In comparison to

other processes like impeachment or expulsion, a censure only requires a simple

majority voting. It is commonly used as an alternative to both impeachment and

expulsion whenever there are not enough votes to carry out said processes.

● Filibuster and Cloture: As “the house that never dies” the Senate is intended to be

always in permanent session, which means debate never stops. It is only temporarily

suspended. For this reason, contrary to the House of Representatives where debate has a

fixed time for the topic and the speaker, the Senate does not have any time limit. As

such, a senator could speak eternally if wanted. This procedure is called filibuster. A

filibuster is often used to sabotage a bill or a nomination by exceeding the limit of an

annual congress, as every year a new one is called which resets all non-approved norms

besides treaties. A filibuster can be stopped by a cloture. This shall be invoked by a

senator and approved with qualified majority. A filibuster can be prevented if a time

limit is specifically requested for a debate via motion.

● Impeachment: Through an impeachment process, the Congress tries a federal authority

for “Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanours.” (Article II, section 4).

“High Crimes and Misdemeanours” has not been specified yet. The maximum penalty

is to vacate said authority. An impeachment process is carried out by both chambers of

the Congress. While the House of Representatives "shall have the sole Power of

Impeachment" (Article I, section 2) which means to present the impeachment articles

through simple majority, the Senate “shall have the sole Power to try all Impeachments

… [but] no person shall be convicted without the Concurrence of two-thirds of the

Members present" (Article I, section 3). This means, the Senate works as the High

Court for impeachment trials which considers evidence, hears witnesses, and dictates

sentences (either conviction or acquittal) is decided through qualified majority. In case a

president is impeached, the Chief of Justice presides over the trial. Further information

about the impeachment process is to be found at “The Impeachment Trial” section of

this study guide.
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All measures besides legislation and the aforementioned faculties are not allowed by the Senate.

All substantial voting shall be under the framework of such constitutional or customary

framework. Measures like censures and (if necessary) ratification resolutions and declarations of

war are meant to be presented via directives in order to have an organized and dynamic debate.

Otherwise, processes like calling and interrogating the witnesses or expelling a senator will be

summoned via motion.

Special motions of the Senate

As aforementioned, the US Senate does have specific powers and faculties for substantial

affairs. However, regarding reglementary elements, the US Senate does have a specific set of

rules. Luckily, the Harvard MUN procedure utilized here in Peru is almost entirely based on the

Senate code of “Rules of Procedure”.

Apart from the standard motions found in MUN (such as moderated caucuses, unmoderated

caucuses, consultation of the whole, etc)1, the US Senate acts as a crisis, and has specific

motions.

Nonetheless, there are some specific motions that will be added to this committee to make the

experience of the US Senate more immersive. Please bear in mind that naturally not all motions

of the senatorial procedure were included for this committee as the entire set reduces the

capability to engage in a dynamic debate. Take into consideration that this committee will work

as a crisis committee, too. Thusly, some motions outside the senatorial procedure exclusive to

crisis committees will be also included, some of them being:

Introduce Legislation/Directive

This is the Senate equivalent of introducing a Draft Resolution. It is exactly the same, just that

here the procedure is much quicker and more dynamic. With this motion, you can also specify

which directive you want to be introduced. An example of raising this motion is:

- I would like to raise a motion for Introducing all Directives [for Introducing Bill 1.1]

Introduce the Witnesses’ List

This is similar to introducing legislation or directive, but with the sole purpose to convoke the

chosen witnesses to the debate. The procedure is exactly the same. With this motion, you can

also specify who and how many will testify in the debate. After having it introduced, witnesses

will testify one by one. An example of raising this motion is:

- I would like to raise a motion for the Witnesses’ List Number 1.

1 For more information about these motions visit https://altmun.com/rules-of-procedure/
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Interrogation

This motion will allow all delegates to interrogate a specific witness for a period of time. A list

of interrogators will be created to ask and be responded to. An example of raising this motion is:

- I would like to raise a motion for interrogating general Douglas McArthur for 10

minutes, one minute per question.

Expulsion

If a senator does not respect the US constitution or upholding law, the committee is allowed to

carry out an expulsion process. If this motion is approved, then a vote of no confidence shall

occur. If it reaches a qualified majority, the delegate’s character will be utterly expelled. It is

raised as the following example:

- I would like to raise a motion for expelling senator Robert Taft.

The Impeachment Trial

General leanings

As above mentioned, the impeachment trial is one of the key senatorial faculties. The whole

process rules how elected officials, including presidents, can be investigated, sanctioned, and

even ousted through it before leaving office. In 2021 for the first time a non-incumbent

president was impeached which sets a precedent for new constitutional interpretations.

For the case of presidents, the constitution states: “The President, Vice President and all civil

Officers of the United States, shall be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and

Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanours.” (Article II, section

4). Whereas treason and bribery are very specific charges contemplated in the US upholding

law, historically presidents were commonly impeached for “high Crimes and Misdemeanours”.

These charges were taken from British legislation while writing the constitution and have never

been defined entirely. Therefore, due to customary law, “high Crimes and Misdemeanours” are

often interpreted as all possible sorts of power abuse at high-level, even though there is no

violation of an ordinary criminal statute.

The process

In order to carry out an impeachment process, a very specific procedure must be respected due

to the transcendental impact of removing an elected official. Thus, impeachments are slow and

complicated, the senatorial trial is only the last step of a very long sequence. The impeachment

works as follows:
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● Preliminary Investigation and Impeachment Articles: Either the House Judiciary

Committee or an Ad Hoc Investigative Panel appointed by the House of Representatives

will carry out a preliminary investigation on the public officer to be impeached. This

instance carries out a preliminary investigation and recommends the impeachment

articles against the authority. The House of Representatives is allowed to override this

step; however, this option has no historic precedent.

● Impeachment launch: After having the impeachment articles recommended, the House

of representatives votes whether to accept or deny them by simple majority. If the

articles are rejected, the whole process ends. However, if the articles are accepted, the

authority is impeached which means only to be indicted. This must be constant in a

resolution. Immediately afterwards, the House of Representatives appoints some

legislators from the lower chamber to act as prosecutors during the trial, these are called

“managers''. The authority appoints their defence lawyers at this moment, too.

Nevertheless, both of these often act just as mere openers for the senatorial trial as their

role is not constitutionally defined.

● Begin of the Senatorial Inquiry: After having the articles approved and both the

managers and lawyers appointed, the Senate can begin holding the trial, if a president is

impeached the US chief office oversees the sessions -with the sole exception of the

Trump second impeachment trial-. However, as an impeachment hearing does not have

a legally nor constitutionally binding and specific procedure, the Senate must outline

the rules for each case separately at the beginning. The Senate is obligated to pass a

resolution through simple majority first to both define the set of rules for the trial and

determine if the hearing will take place or not. These are, the role of managers and

lawyers, which procedures will be used, if the set of rules can variate throughout the

sessions, etc. After approving this resolution, the trial officially begins.

● Opening statements: Whereas managers and lawyers are actually obligated to

prosecute and defend the impeached authority, commonly, the role of managers and

lawyers is only ceremonial. Often trials begin with opening statements of managers and

lawyers who hold a Q&A session afterwards. However, as their role is not

constitutionally defined, this role can surely vary. In fact, theoretically this role could be

delegated to senators in order to accelerate the trial.

● Witnesses’ Inquiry: After having debated on the case, the Senate is allowed to call the

witnesses or stop the trial at this specific moment. If the Senate accepts to call the

witnesses by simple majority (which is very probable and recommended), it must define
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who and how many will testify in front of the upper chamber and if their declarations

will be live or pre-recorded. Then, the floor holds an interrogation session. Witnesses

testify and are interrogated separately. It is very often that after having heard one

witness, the Senate debates on these declarations.

● Debate: In order to define the set of rules of the trial and discuss both the opening

statements and those from the witnesses, the Senate holds a constant debate on the

issue. It is also very common that Political Action Groups (PACs) and lobbies are used

to define the senatorial voting privately and out of session. Debate for consensus and

persuasion is the key element of parliamentary work in a democracy, thus it is

quintessence of an impeachment trial, too.

● Final voting: Whether having the other steps respected or overridden, the final voting

defines the results of an impeachment trial, thus it is the most important part of the

process. At this moment, it is defined if the public officer is acquitted or convicted. This

is defined by roll call voting through qualified majority. Each article is voted separately.

If said authority is acquitted, the public officer remains innocent and thus unsanctioned.

However, if the case for conviction wins the trial, this authority will be ousted and

barred from holding an elected office ever again. Whereas throughout history only a

half of impeached public officers were acquitted, no president has been convicted yet.

● Censure: If the final voting rules for acquitting the impeached public authority, the

Senate is constitutionally allowed to censure said elected officer. In contrast to

conviction, a censure does only require a simple majority. As above mentioned, it

expresses public and institutional rejection for a figure. However, this measure does not

have any legally nor institutionally binding effect, only a societal and moral one.

The Problem
As aforementioned, the second impeachment trial against Donald Trump was unlike others,

being the first one to be conducted against a non-incumbent president and the first one to be

indicted against a specific public authority for the second time. For this reason, this

impeachment trial was highly controversial, this mainly due to the debate on its legitimacy, the

inner-party divisions, and the partisan interests around the process. This situation is highly

considered to be a big cause for further political polarization in the American society, dangerous

precedents for political behaviour of public authorities in the country and the erosion of

confidence in the system. During this committee you will have the opportunity to rewrite this

recent event and deal with the possible results of your actions.
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Causes

Legitimacy

Quite some controversy arose from the fact that there were many confronted positions and

clashes of opinions in the senate about the legitimacy of Trump’s Impeachment trial, mainly

among advocates of a textualist or originalist interpretation of the US Constitution. For

example, at the very beginning of the Impeachment trial, senator Rand Paul claimed that the

impeachment was unconstitutional because the whole purpose of such procedures is to remove

an elected authority from office, and since Trump was no longer holding that charge, it was not

only pointless, but illegal to impeach him.

The motion to stop the impeachment was defeated, with all democrats and five republicans

voting against it and willing to continue the trial, however, controversy and division continued.

More controversy arose due to Trump’s announcement that he would not attend and testify in

the impeachment trial due to its lack of constitutional background.

In fact, due to the mere nature of this trial, US Chief Justice (the chair of the Supreme Court)

John Roberts refused to preside over the sessions in the Senate and this function was taken by

the president pro-tempore of the Senate Patrick Leahy. This was utterly new, as impeachment

trials against presidents have always been overseen by the judiciary in contrast to processes

against other public officers. Thus, its public legitimacy was highly eroded.

Partisan interests

Other arguments against impeachment included claims that democrats were “revengeful” or

“envious” against the Trump administration and wanted to harm him at the very end of his term

as well as the idea that Trump was innocent of “inciting insurrection” because he had stated

publicly that his followers should go and protest peacefully, therefore, any abuse of illegal

action that happened was beyond his responsibility.

Many of the arguments in favour of convicting Trump were based on the idea that Trump had in

fact caused the storm to the capitol by motivating the insurrection through his social media

actions and that no “peaceful disclaimer” could deny the fact that a revolt was provoked. Some

other arguments by pro-impeachment factions included that “no record of such impunity should

be left behind”, meaning that they (the Senate) should leave a clear message to future presidents

that it’s unacceptable to behave in such a way (according to pro-impeachment perspective).
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Finally, there was also great interest by pro-impeachment factions to prosecute and condemn

those republican senators who had apparently had a role in the storming of the capitol, mainly

Ted Cruz and Josh Hawley, but they were unsuccessful in doing so.

These arguments contributed to creating the idea that republicans did only want to rescue Trump

due to partisan loyalty and that democrats wanted only to begin a purge of political institutions

among their electorates. Whereas these claims might be true, they have also created a narrative

among political tribes in the US.

Inner-party divisions

As mentioned above, some republican senators did in fact vote alongside democrats to carry out

the impeachment trial and were highly in favour of convicting Trump. This is due to the

increasing inner-party divisions among both democrats and republicans since the presidential

campaign of 2020. This only augments the confrontative atmosphere during the impeachment

trial.

For instance, democratic representatives such as Vernon Jones officially endorsed Trump and

seconded the thesis of the election fraud. The utter rejection of other members of the

Democratic Party forced him to switch to the GOP. This has been a common ground among

democrats, as their inner-party atmosphere is highly disciplined and homogenous in comparison

to republicans regarding the Trump issue. For this reason, all democrats defended the idea that

Trump was responsible for the storming of the Capitol and encouraged republicans to follow

their lead.

The situation with the GOP was completely different. Whereas many traditional republicans

from the establishment seconded the idea of impeaching Trump for a second time, almost no

one made it clear to support or reject Trump until the end. This is due to a growing rivalry

within republicans since 2016, where almost all the moderate establishment combated the

populist “Make America Great Again '' platform. Even though most republicans switched their

initial attitude towards Trump during his administration, some of them supported the “Lincoln

Project” initiative in 2020. This initiative was a faction of the GOP which endorsed Joe Biden

and held a counter campaign against Trump.

After the events of January 6, most of the republican establishment cut ties with Trump and

made him responsible. A few of them even supported impeaching him while also leaving

unclear if they want to convict him or not. This is extremely important since the 2020 senatorial
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election ended up in a tie for the upper chamber. Both democrats and republicans 50 out of 100

seats in the Senate.

Effects

Increasing political polarization

The heated discussion and

the impeachment itself

resulted in an extremely

divided nation, a division

that continues to this day.

In fact, this is considered

the period of highest

political polarization in

the whole history of the

United States of America.

This is mainly due to the shift taken by the leadership from both democrats and republicans to

the centre of the political spectrum in the 2000s. The world economic crisis of 2008 and the

increasing problems regarding industrial outsourcing, job automatization and mass migration

increased the popular call for more radical solutions.

The electoral success from both Donald Trump on the right and Bernie Sanders on the left

exemplifies the radicalization and shift further to the right and to the left from republican and

democratic bases and constituencies. In fact, the average democratic voter and the average

republican voter abandoned the preference for stability and consensus common since the fall of

the Berlin Wall and began to look for more ideological and orthodox political alternatives.

This shift was not reduced to the electoral level, but to civil action, too. While the storming of

the Capitol and the two “Million MAGA Men” marches represented the pick of right-wing

radicalization, the events regarding “Black Lives Matter” protests did the same to the left-wing

(having created the most infrastructural damage within the US since the Civil War). In fact,

some think tanks and members of academia are theorizing a civil war as a remote possibility for

the American future. Whereas the probability is still utterly diminutive, the possibility did not

exist before 2020.

The situation of the alleged voter fraud and Trump’s second impeachment is very likely to

deteriorate the American socio-political fabric even more. Thus, it could lead to further political

violence and confrontation. Whereas almost 70% of republicans across the US think the election

was rigged and thus the impeachment marks the first manifestations of a political purge from an
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illegitimate government, democrats do consider that the event of January 6 was an attempted

coup d’état, and their leaders and sympathizers should be severely punished for the country to

begin healing.

Dangerous political precedents

Connected to the previous aspect, this second impeachment increases political polarization due

to the general perception of some political precedents which could harm the country in the near

future. Not regarding the massive number of Americans (ca. +40%) who think a voter fraud was

successfully concreted, there are some perceived political misdemeanours regarding this second

impeachment.

For instance, like Senator Rand Paul, many

US citizens consider that this impeachment

is unconstitutional and thus illegitimate.

However, they do fear a mismanagement of

the Constitution from now on, too. As the

defenders of an originalist vision of the

constitutionalist text claim, the

interpretation used to carry out this

impeachment trial is nowhere to be found

in the document of the Founding Fathers

nor in the Federalist Papers. For this reason,

they say this could lead to future unthinkable interpretations of the Constitution in order to fulfil

political agendas, even though these do not even respect the constitutional order.

Some do also fear the impeachment could be used as a tool of partisan politics in the future.

Opening to all possible interpretations, impeachments could be launched to decapitate political

leaderships in preventive or revengeful actions. This could lead to an abuse of this constitutional

figure for purely partisan goals which erodes the precautionary and counterbalancing function

given to it by the Founding Fathers and the authors of the Constitution and thus making this

document ultimately de facto invalid.

On the other side of the political spectrum, people do claim not approving this impeachment

against Trump could set a precedent for future despotic leaders to organize a rebellion or a coup

d’état without consequences which could lead the country to a path of authoritarianism and

disrespect for institutions. As so, the only way to avoid this future is to set the precedent of a

defensive democracy by punishing the perceived inciter of an alleged insurrection.
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They do also claim that presumptive authoritarian and right-populist rulers could be

preventively defeated by eliminating all possibilities for future political adventures by Trump.

As an impeachment does also ban a person from holding a public office ever again, giving this

sort of civil death to Trump could disincentivize politicians of his kind to even participate in

national politics. Rejecting the impeachment, then, would lead only to incentivize trump-like

adventurers to participate in elections thus eroding the US institutionality.

Distrust in the system

For these reasons, several analysts claim the mere existence and possible outcomes of this

impeachment could deteriorate the confidence in the system of at least one of the two political

tribes. This could lead to severe socio-political consequences for the United States of America.

For example, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) considers

it indispensable that the general populace of a country trusts its governmental system to assure

social cohesion and thus economic development. Without trust in institutions, state, or

government it is almost entirely sure that both investors and consumers will turn towards

extra-legal counterparts to work as well as conflicts within society could not be solved by

governmental agencies but only by third-party actors.

For this reason, a general distrust in the system could be one of the most terrible consequences

of this impeachment trial. Whereas a great portion of American society, mostly on the

right-wing, could consider that the current government is illegitimate and eliminate all

constitutional validity as well as it is prepared to instore an ideological punitive regime if Trump

is convicted, the left-leaning counterpart could consider the American system is allowing

despotic rulers to severely disrespect institutionality without any consequences.

The political violence during 2020 and during the

storming of the Capitol does show an

ever-growing distrust in US institutions due to the

preference of direct political (and often violent)

action by the auto-organized civil society instead

of utilizing the governmental instances for

conflict resolution. Nonetheless, these are not the

only expressions of this socio-political scourge.

For example, the Texan GOP indirectly suggested the possibility of forming a “new union” with

“states that actually respect the Constitution” which is the same to suggest a secession due to

distrust in the current government. Other similar radical solutions have been proposed during
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the election and the aftermath. Could the impeachment and their perception increase these as a

form of distrust in the American democracy?

Past Presidential Impeachments
Andrew Johnson

Though most certainly not the first public official to be

impeached, the first President in American history to be

impeached was Andrew Johnson, the nation's 17th President.

Andrew Johnson’s Presidency (1865-1869) was marked by

post-civil war America and the start of the reconstruction era.

Johnson was at odds with the Republican party, especially the

radical Republicans.

The Republicans controlled both houses of Congress and they

passed laws that limited Johnson powers. One of these laws was the “Tenure of Office Act” that

impeded the President from firing certain officials from the Executive branch without Senate

approval. Despite this, Johnson would fire Edwin Stanton, the US Secretary of War.

This caused the House of Representatives to impeach him for “violating the Tenure of Office

Act and other abuses of Presidential power.” On May 26, the US Senate voted on whether or not

to convict the President. The vote fell strictly on party lines, with all Republicans voting to

convict him and all Democrats voting not to. Andrew Johnson was not convicted by just one

vote, saving the first President ever impeached from being removed from office.

Richard Nixon

The second presidential impeachment was against Richard Nixon.

In 1972, many perpetrators installed microphones in the Watergate

Office Building, the headquarter of the Democratic National

Convention of that year. After the perpetrators were arrested and

subsequently investigated, the Justice Department discovered they

all were linked to Richard Nixon’s campaign funding mechanisms.

This initiated a nationwide major political crisis called the

“Watergate Scandal”.
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During this investigation, Archibald Cox was appointed as Special Prosecutor for the case. He

obligated Nixon to publish and deliver several videotapes to the House of Representatives in

which he conspired to obstruct justice regarding the “Watergate Scandal” by colluding with

high-level public officials. Therefore, in the so-called “Saturday-Night Massacre” of October

20, 1973, Nixon ordered Attorney General Elliot Richardson to fire Cox. He refused and

resigned and so did his deputy Attorney Generals.

The public opinion rejected vehemently the events of the “Saturday-Night Massacre”. Just a few

days later, on October 30, the House began an investigation against Nixon for conspiracy and

justice obstruction. The impeachment articles were unanimously approved and delivered to the

Senate on August 20, 1974, but it was already too late. Nixon resigned on August 9 and was

pardoned by President Gerald Ford thus leaving him free and without any charges as well as

promptly ending all possible investigations and judicial prosecution against him. Even though

Nixon was not officially impeached, it is commonly theorized that if Nixon never resigned and

were never pardoned, he would have been unanimously impeached by the Senate.

Bill Clinton

The third impeachment against a President was against President

Bill Clinton. In 1998 the Republican led House of

Representatives impeached Clinton due to lying under oath

regarding the Paula Jones case. Clinton was being investigated for

sexual harassment against Paula Jones while he was governor of

Arkansas. In 1998 rumours started surfacing that Clinton had been

in an affair with White House intern Monica Lewinsky. Clinton

vehemently denied this, even stating that the affair never took

place under oath when the grand jury investigating the Paula Jones

case asked him about it.

Despite this, evidence would make it abundantly clear that there has indeed been an affair

between the President and Lewinsky and that Clinton had lied under oath. Once impeached, the

due process to determine whether Clinton would be acquitted or removed from office started on

the 7th of January. Due to Clinton being impeached for “perjury” and for “obstruction of

justice”, senators had to vote for each charge separately. The perjury accusation only received

45 of the necessary 67 votes.

The obstruction of justice accusation received more votes but still did not manage to pass,

receiving only 50 votes. Democrats all voted in party line, defending the President while the
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Republican party voted in the opposite manner, however a significant number of Republicans

opted to vote in Clinton's favour (10 Republicans in the Perjury accusation and 5 in the

obstruction of justice accusation).

Donald J. Trump

The fourth impeachment was against President Donald J Trump.

Trump was impeached by the majority of the House of

Representatives due to a House inquiry finding him guilty of

seeking foreign intervention in order to help him to get re-elected.

The claim stated that Trump withheld military aid and an invitation

to the White House to the President of Ukraine in order for him to

launch an investigation against Hunter Biden, son of future

President and then Vice President, Joe Biden.

The House impeached Trump on the 18th of December and the issue was taken to the Senate,

where the Senators voted almost exclusively between party lines. The only exception was

Senator Mitt Romney who voted to impeach President Trump. With only 48 of the 67 needed

votes, Trump was acquitted of the charges pressed against him and allowed to continue serving

the role of President.

Bloc Positions
Due to the US only having two main political parties, it is not hard to imagine just how diverse

they really are. Within each of the respective parties, there are many different cliques that follow

different ideological lines. Each delegate should be able to identify what faction of their party

their Senator belongs to and act accordingly. The different factions present will be:

Republican Party

The GOP (Grand Old Party), though usually referred to as the

Republican Party, is the more conservative party on both social

and economic issues. They tend to be in favour of the free

market, tax breaks, pro-gun ownership, anti-abortion, more

restrictive immigration laws, and so on. In this committee, the

two factions of the Republican party that will be present will be

the:

● Moderate Republicans: This faction represents the more centre right faction of the

party. These Senators usually come from states that are not necessarily Republican
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strongholds, thus needing to moderate their tone from the party’s more conservative

wing. This faction has been at odds with President Trump multiple times and has been a

thorn in the President's desire to cement his leadership in the party. Among these are:

Mitt Romney, Susan Collins, Mitch McConnel

● Conservative Republicans: This faction is the one most loyal to Trump and is very

firmly conservative in economic and social matters. This wing is also the most populist

out of the two, tending to come from solid Republican states where the majority support

President Trump. It was this wing of the party that refused to confirm the electoral votes

of certain states that were given to President Biden on the 7th of January. One can

expect that they will very soldier defend the President in this impeachment trial. Among

these are: Ted Cruz, Josh Hawley, Tommy Tuberville.

Democratic Party

The modern-day Democratic party is the liberal party of the

United States. Though a primarily centrist party, the lack of a

proper left-wing party in the country has led to many in the left

to turn towards the Democratic, influencing many aspects of the

organization. The party is the most socially progressive party and

favours higher regulations in the economy and is predominantly

popular in major cities. In this committee, the two factions of the

Democratic party that will be present will be the:

● Moderate Democrats: This is the main wing of the party. Tending to favour a

relatively free market and a progressive social policy. It is mainly due to this last part

that they strongly disagree with President Trump and have done so through the last 4

years of his Presidency. Though they can agree with their Republicans counterparts in

different aspects, especially the more moderate ones, it will be very rare for them to

vote in favour of the impeached. Among these are: Chuck Schumer, Tim Kaine, Amy

Klobuchar.

● Left-wing Democrats: This faction has been Trump's most arduous critics, from the

economic to the social aspect of his Presidency. This faction has received increasingly

more attention, especially from young people and due to some notorious Senators,

especially Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders (who despite being an independent,

caucuses exclusively with the democrats.) Just like the Conservative Republicans, it

seems that this wing of the party has already predefined the way they will vote, and it
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will be very hard if not next to impossible to convince them to vote in Trump's favor.

Among these are: Elizabeth Warren, Bernie Sanders, Jon Ossoff.

Crisis and Senatorial Tools

Crisis Notes/Secret Actions:

These are the most elemental part of a Crisis Committee. While in a General Assembly almost

all actions are taken all at once with a Draft Resolution, and other events are handled via

updates, in a Crisis Committee, delegates can provoke these events and actions on their own.

Secret Actions serve one purpose, and that is to do actions under the table as your character, to

only benefit your personal interests.

However, as good as they might seem, we need to remind you that they have limits, and that can

also backfire your interests. How? Simple. Secret Actions cannot do things outside your

jurisdiction. Say you are an Army General, and you want to buy laptops for the Education

Ministry. That is outside of your power, and if a Secret Action like that is presented, it will be

immediately denied, and it will affect your score.

Furthermore, Secret Actions can backfire if they are not written or formulated properly. Say you

write a Secret Action, but it does not have a clear objective. That will cause the generation

events to be more random, with a much higher chance of it backfiring you.

This backfire can be avoided if we look at the basic questions a good Secret Actions needs to

answer. What? Why? How? Who? When? Where?

A Secret Action is strong if it answers all those questions, please follow that guide in order for

your actions to be as efficient and prosperous as possible.

For sending Secret Actions in the virtual environment, we will follow a simple format. They

will be sent via Google Forms. Their format will be the following:
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Secret Action 2.3 (First number is the session number, second number is the number of

Secret Action sent during the session) “Creative Name for a Secret Action [Optional]”

Author: [Delegate’s Character]

Body of the Secret Action: The answer to the key questions

Tweets:

As well as the secret actions, tweets will be redacted in secret and sent directly to the crisis

room. The main difference is that tweets will be only used to drop statements about the

committee which will naturally have social repercussions. These will let the public opinion now

your position about the current circumstances without having to share that statement to the

whole committee previously.

Tweets are very short messages published in your official accounts, so they must be no longer

than 140 words. Tweets shall be delivered to the crisis room every 45 minutes in order to

maintain the public opinion of the US up with the breaking news of the Senate.

For sending Tweets in the virtual environment, we will follow a simple format. They will be

sent via Google Forms. Their format will be the following:

Tweet 1.1 (First number is the session number, second number is the number of Secret

Action sent during the session) “hashtag [Optional]”

Author: [Delegate’s Character]

Body of the tweet: The message you want the public opinion to receive without sharing

it to the committee first.

Directives/Legislation and Witnesses’ Lists:
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Directives/Legislation work as a Working Paper as they do not follow a specific format, the only

requirement they have is to be ordered and understandable for the Chair. We will qualify the

order of it, as well as the presentation of it.

Directives are another elemental factor of a Crisis Committee since these documents serve

essentially a purpose of joint action of all committee members. These documents are to pursue a

joint purpose of all characters, something that benefits all. They need to be dynamic and agile

since they can determine the success or failure of the committee as a whole.

These directives will be arranged in a Google Drive set by the Chair. One Document will be for

writing, and the other will be to put the ones approved for it to be in a determined order.

Some advice for Directives is that they need to answer the same questions a Secret Action does.

Moreover, they need to have a purpose that benefits the whole committee, with every party

involved giving its point of view on the matter.

Witnesses’ Lists are basically the same that directive, with the sole purpose to summon testifiers

to the committee, so it should be redacted in order to fulfil only this goal.

Senatorial Portfolio

Senator Party Description

Addison

Mitchell

McConnell

Jr.

Republican

“Mitch” McConnel is a well-known and experienced republican lawmaker

whose career began in 1985. Currently he is the minority leader of the

Republican Caucus. McConnel has always been considered as a

moderate-pragmatic republican differing from the more conservative

orthodoxy on social and labour issues. Nonetheless, he is a very interested

party-defender, not fearing to obstruct governmental actions from both

parties (e.g., Obama and Trump) to foment the republican economic agenda.

As a pragmatic-moderate congressman, McConnel has recently shown

himself dissatisfied with the Trump administration, furious about his

non-acceptance of the results and vaguely in favour of impeaching him due

to the Capitol incident of January 6. However, he is very likely to put his

partisan loyalty first, he will not vote for convicting him if the impeachment

affects the solidity of the GOP.

Amy Jean

Klobuchar

Amy Klobuchar is a rising star amongst democratic legislators. She is quite

representative to the progressive-centrist tendency inside the party like

President Joe Biden. In fact, she did contest in the democratic primary but
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Democratic resigned in favour of the incumbent president. While Klobuchar is likely to

defend the economic status quo, a more interventionist foreign policy and a

free-trade commercial program, she is very socially liberal. Hence, she

supported nearly all political actions and protests against Donald Trump.

After the storming of the Capitol, she made him directly responsible and

said having him impeached was an urgent necessity for “healing the

country”. Klobuchar would likely not only vote for convicting Trump, but

also to present all possible resources to certify the success of the

impeachment trial.

Bernard

Sanders Independent

(caucusing

with

Democrats)

Currently, “Bernie” Sanders is the most popular senator. He is specially

admired by the urban youth. He is the most veteran independent Senator in

the whole history of the US and the only one who openly claims to be

socialist. Sanders lost the democratic presidential nomination against Biden

who allowed the partisan establishment to continue running the DP under a

social-liberal stance. Sanders is very willing to convert the Democratic

Party into a social democrat or democratic socialist platform. Hence, he has

sometimes supported Trump’s economic populist measures. His opposition

to him is mostly ideological specially since the Capitol riot, being more

radical than most democrats. He is very likely to vote for convicting him,

but his agenda transcends the mainstream Democratic Caucus.

Charles

Ellis

Schumer

Democratic

“Chuck” Schumer has served as a democratic Senator from New York since

1999. Currently, he is the majority leader of the Democratic Caucus. He is

representative of both the ideological democratic branch and the democratic

establishment, being very consistent on the electoral platform regarding

social issues but also favouring the economic partisan consensus. Since

2016, Schumer has been a sharp opposer to the Trump administration,

promoting the first impeachment trial in the Senate. After the storming of

the Capitol, Schumer highly condemned the situation and qualified the

rioters as white-supremacist domestic terrorists, even pushing the Biden

administration to begin persecuting them as national policy. Schumer

emphasizes Trump’s rhetoric incited the incited, so it is safe to say he would

vote for convicting him.
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Dianne

Goldman

Berman

Feinstein

Democratic

Dianne Feinstein is a veteran democratic legislator who began her career in

state politics. Being a licensed historian, Feinstein has always been a

prestigious member of the Democratic Party. As such, she does belong to

the traditional democratic establishment among senators such as Tim Kaine

and Joe Manchin. For this reason, she is more progressive than most

republicans, yet not reaching the level of other democratic legislators.

Equally, she coincides with a more centrist and orthodox economic

management rather than experiments associated with both the left and the

right. Whereas Feinstein claimed to be “totally cool” with legislators who

allegedly promoted the incident of January 6 by contesting the election

results, she condemned Trump as the “inciter” of the storming of the

Capitol. For this reason, Feinstein claims there is no alternative but to

convict Trump after having him impeached.

Elizabeth

Ann

Warren

Democratic

Elizabeth Warren is a democratic senator with a relatively short political

career. In fact, she assumed office in 2013. She describes herself as a

progressive, meaning she belongs to the left-wing branch of the Democratic

Party. Whereas Warren holds a much more radical economic policy in

comparison to other democrats, she is a lot more moderate than democratic

politicians like Bernie Sanders. Nonetheless, Warren is perhaps the most

socially progressive member of the current US Senate. She even qualified

Sanders as a conservative once. Warren left-wing progressive platform is

considered to be a direct consequence to the polarization American politics

and the recent shift of the Democratic Party further to the left. She was a

candidate during the 2020 democratic primary and based her campaign on

an anti-Trump agenda, both socially and economically. Even so, Warren

ideological purism made her a defender of the Capitol rioters’ human rights

while processing them. While it is very probable, she votes in favour of

convicting Trump, she lacks party discipline and is rather politically

isolated.

Joseph

Manchin III Democratic

In contrast to other democratic legislators, “Joe” Manchin does not agree

with the typical agenda of his party being much more conservative and

much more supportive of a free-market economy than his coreligionists. In

fact, he claims to be a “moderate conservative democrat” and is popularly
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considered the most conservative member of the current Democratic Party.

As so, Manchin has been radically opposed to the left-wing shift of his

platform and tends to work alongside moderate republicans much more

often than most democratic legislators. Thus, Manchin was one of the few

democrats who did not fully oppose the Trump administration, he was rather

cooperative with it. At the same time, contrary to most democrats, Manchin

called for appeasement on January 6, claiming that a frontal response to the

storming of the Capital will increase political division in the country and

create further distrust in the political system. Hence, his position towards

the impeachment is not clear, it is unknown if he would rather acquit or

convict the former president.

Joshua

David

Hawley

Republican

“Josh” Hawley is the youngest republican Senator. He is a reputed lawyer

and historian; in fact, he represents a more intellectual face of Trumpism.

Hawley is considered one of the principal ideologues and academics behind

the “MAGA movement”. Hawley’s “national-conservatism” appeals to a

restoration of traditional moral values, a protectionist and heterodox

economic policy and an “America First” position regarding international

relations. For this reason, Hawley supported regulating giant corporations,

especially “Big Tech”. While his social views make him irreconcilable with

democrats and his economic thesis isolates himself from other republicans,

he has always been an important ally and supporter of Donald Trump. Even

though he condemned the violence during the storming of the Capitol, he

voted for objecting the election results. He would acquit Trump without

questioning.

Lindsey

Olin

Graham

Republican

Lindsey Graham is veteran republican senator. He is both representative

from the conservative orthodoxy of the GOP near to Ted Cruz, but also a

prolific member of the republican moderate establishment like Mitch

McConnel. As an orthodox conservative, he is very likely to defend both a

free-market economy as well as a traditionalist policy on social issues.

Graham has had some changes regarding his position towards Donald

Trump. Even though he campaigned against him during the 2016 republican

primary and did not endorse him during the presidential election of said

year, he became one of his most prominent supporters in the Senate.
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Likewise, he did develop a very close friendship with the president and

aided him to reconcile his firstly populist agenda with the mainstream

republicans. However, after the storming of the Capitol, Graham

condemned Trump, revoking his initial support for contesting the election

and claimed to “step out from Trump’s boat”. Even so, it is very likely that

he acquits the former president due to partisan loyalty.

Marco

Antonio

Rubio

Republican

Marco Rubio is a staunch neoconservative and anti-communist legislator

from Florida, mainly due to his Cuban ancestry. Rubio represents the main

line of thought of the Republican Party, being both against economic

interventionism and social liberalism, while also defending a rather hawkish

international policy and trait towards “rump states” and “rogue states” like

Cuba or Venezuela. In fact, before siding with Trump, Rubio compared him

to Hugo Chávez in 2016. Nonetheless, his opposition to Trump was

temporary, nowadays he is one of his main allies in the GOP. While he

despises Trump’s electorate, making them responsible for storming the

Capitol, he also claimed a second impeachment trial after leaving the Oval

Office was “stupid” and “unconstitutional”. He would vote for acquitting

the former president.

Randal

Howard

Paul

Republican

“Rand” Paul is the son of the emblematic senator Ron Paul. Just as his

father, he can be described as a paleolibertarian and as a constitutionalist.

These positions are not negotiable to him, being an extreme defender of

civil liberties, conservative values, a non-interventionist foreign policy, and

a textualist/originalist interpretation of the US constitution. Hence, he is

often isolated from the democratic caucus and his fellow republicans. He

has been an avid supporter of the Trump administration and candidacy,

especially due to Trump’s laxer approach to the pandemic and isolationist

stance on foreign relations. Nevertheless, he refused to object to the election

results. Due to his textualist constitutionalism, Paul is likely to denounce the

mere existence of this impeachment trial and try to block it by all possible

congressional means as well as vote for acquitting Trump in case the

process takes place.
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Raphael

Edward

Cruz

Republican

“Ted” Cruz is perhaps the most prolific figure representing the conservative

orthodoxy in the Senate, representing the state of Texas since 2013. Even

though he was the fiercest opposer against Trump in 2016 during the

republican primary, his dissent was mostly based on his more radical

ideological views rather than support of the republican establishment or a

pursuit for moderation. Therefore, he reconciled very fast with Trump when

his administration began applying an “America First” conservative agenda.

Cruz objected the election results, and he adopted a fully orthodox stance on

abortion, gun rights, states’ rights, etc. during his congressional work.

Although he condemned the storming of the Capitol and vaguely criticized

the former president’s rhetoric on that day, he is considered guilty of the

incident by the democratic populace and authorities, especially for

continuing cooperating with hard right-wing grassroots. He would acquit

Trump.

Robert

Menendez

Democratic

“Bob” Menendez is a moderate democratic legislator who aligns with the

modern establishment of his party, that being an heir of the Clinton-like

democratic policies. Hence, he does have a rather centrist-liberal economic

thought and a social-liberal moral stance. For this reason, along with other

democratic senators such as Tim Kaine and Joe Manchin, he did oppose the

left-leaning shift of his party while opposing the GOP as well. In fact, he

also opposed the breakup with the Reagan-era tradition of the Republican

Party brought up by Donald Trump’s populism. Like the majority of his

party, he made Trump responsible for the storming of the Capitol on

January 6. However, in contrast to them, he called upon a rather punitive

and repressive response to the incident in order to prevent future events like

this. He will very likely vote for convicting Trump, but he would introduce

punitive legislation against the rioters, too.

Susan

Collins Republican

Currently, Susan Collins is the least popular senator. She is quite

representative to the republican establishment. She is very pragmatic and

moderate regarding both economic and social issues. She never officially

supported Donald Trump. In fact, she campaigned against him in 2016.

Nonetheless, as Trump and the GOP reconciled during most of his

administration, she followed the other republicans in transcendental issues.
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Although she was not a Trump supporter, she acquitted the former president

during the first impeachment trial. Nevertheless, after the storming of the

Capitol, Collins made Trump responsible for the incident. She did also

support the democratic initiative for a post-presidential impeachment. It is

very probable that she votes in favour of convicting the former president.

Nonetheless, she would not fully ignore party discipline. At the same time,

the republican basis and electorate do not sympathize with her, nor the

democrats do.

Thomas

Hawley

Tuberville

Republican

“Tommy” Tuberville is a recently elected member of the Senate. He was

elected as senator by the republican stronghold Alabama in 2017 due

Trump’s influence after breaking up political relations with the hard

conservative Jeff Sessions. Tuberville, as Trump’s emissary to the Senate

remained fully loyal to the former president by assuming all his agenda:

America First, conservative morality and economic heterodoxy. In fact, he

did also try to reduce the impact of the storming of the Capitol. He said it

was horrendous but a “a thing of the past”, too. Tuberville did not only

contest the election, but also reprehended Vice president Mike Pence for not

overturning the election on January 6. Perhaps being the most loyal Trump

supporter in the Senate, it is sure he will vote for acquitting him, even for

contesting the mere existence of this second impeachment trial.

Thomas

Jonathan

Ossoff

Democratic

“Jon” Ossoff is the youngest incumbent senator; this is his first term ever.

Ossoff was elected after the disputed runoff in Georgia. He has had a pretty

life aside from politics as a reputed investigative journalist. He is one of the

new faces of the democratic party who joined to combat the republican shift

further to the right. Although he is very young and new, he does not belong

to the radical branches of the Democratic Party. Otherwise, he is likely to

become a member of the new generation of the democratic establishment

like Pete Buttigieg. Even so, whereas Ossoff is very moderate in economic

terms, he is also really socially progressive. Thus, Ossoff has always been a

firm opponent to Trump and based his congressional campaign on

eliminating the republican trajectory in his home state Georgia. The young

senator claimed to be deeply emotionally impacted by the storming of the

Capitol and that Trump was directly responsible, thus he was one of the
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fomenters of this second impeachment trial. He would naturally vote in

favour of convicting the former president.

Timothy

Michael

Kaine

Democratic

“Tim” Kaine is a democrat with a rather long party trajectory. From being

the chairman of the Democratic National Committee, to governor of

Virginia, Kaine is one of the last members of the old and traditional

democratic establishment of the XXth century. Kaine even ran for vice

president alongside Hillary Clinton during the 2016 democratic campaign.

His political experience made him fully contrary to Trump’s populism and

to the radicalization of the GOP brought by him as well. At the same time,

he is quite sceptical of the democratic shift to the left. As a moderate and

pragmatic democrat, Kaine is likely to reach bipartisan consensus to anger

radical progressives and orthodox conservatives. While Kaine considers

Trump guilty for the storming of the Capitol and surely would vote for

convicting him, he is also more pragmatic than other democratic legislators.

Kaine thinks an impeachment trial will utterly fail. Hence, he is more

supportive of a parliamentary censure on the former president.

Willard

Mitt

Romney

Republican

Mitt Romney is the veteran Senator from Utah and the son of the classical

republican politician George Romney. As a prolific member of the

republican neoconservative establishment, Romney has always been a sharp

critic of Donald Trump since 2016. Although Romney vaguely reconciled

with the former president during the 2018 senatorial election, Romney did

not only oppose Trump’s presidential nomination in 2016 calling to vote for

Hillary Clinton, but also integrated the “Lincoln Project”, a platform of

anti-Trump republicans who endorsed Joe Biden during the 2020

presidential election. Romney is immensely hated by the republican

electorate, being considered as a “RINO” (Republican in Name Only) for

being the only republican senator who voted in favour of the first

impeachment trial and supporting the Black Lives Matter protests against

his government. Romney wants to eliminate all Trump’s influence on the

GOP. Therefore, he is very likely to vote for impeaching him.
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QARMAS
Due to the nature of this committee, specific parameters for solving the topic cannot be

required, as its main resolution is whether to acquit or to convict President Donald J. Trump.

Nonetheless, there are some general orientation leanings which can help and guide you

throughout the debate.

● Is this impeachment trial constitutional and/or legitimate? Can the constitution be

interpreted in order to judge a non-incumbent president? Is it appropriate to further

develop this impeachment trial? Should this process even take place?

● How will the set of rules be for this impeachment debate? Should some actions be

restricted in order to better focus on the topic? How long will it take to carry out the

opening statements, the actual debate, and the interrogation of the witnesses? Is it

possible to modify or rule the procedure in future sessions? Can the set of rules be

completely overridden through future senatorial ruling?

● Under what circumstances will opening statements take place? Will managers and

lawyers be interrogated afterwards? For how long will they speak? Is it possible to

delegate their functions in actual incumbent senators like you? Which communication

channel will be used for this? Will this communication be taken in public or privately?

● Who and how many witnesses will be summoned to testify? Are political influences

relevant for their selection? Will they testify live or through a pre-recorded video? Is it

possible their statements are not trustworthy due to various reasons (including

corruption)?

● Will the American tense political environment be affected by the result of this

impeachment trial? Does your stance during this process validate or erode the political

will of your electorate and your state? Could you utilize it to further develop your

personal political agenda? Are manifestations of civil discontent from both the left and

the right to be feared during these sessions? In case of an unwanted result, could this

ramify into a socio-political explosion?

● Is president Trump responsible for this situation? Did he actually incite the storming of

the Capitol? Should the Capitol rioters be prosecuted only by the judiciary without a

political trial? Can the incident of January 6 be considered as an insurrection, an act of

domestic terrorism or an attempted coup d’état attempt? If yes, should President Trump

be convicted for treason? Why?
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● Is censuring President Trump an alternative to convicting him? Should this action take

place instead of an impeaching sanction? Does this action repair the damage caused

during the storming of the Capitol Building on January 6? Is it even necessary to

condemn him one way or another?

Position Paper and Final words
Every delegation must write a one-page long position paper which must be written in Times

New Roman 12 with simple spacing. All position papers should include a header with the

following information: character being represented, committee, topic, delegate's full name and

school/delegation.

It must also be composed of three paragraphs. First, basic information about the character must

be given. Then, in the second paragraph, his implication in the topic must be explained. At last,

in the final paragraph, your proposed solutions for the crisis as well as your crisis arc should be

delineated.

It must be sent to ussenate@altair.pe before Friday, June 11th at 11:59 P.M.. If a position

paper is not sent or is sent out of time by someone, this delegate will not be eligible for award.

Please bear in mind that you will be representing legislators. Their power is rather limited, it

reduces to checking the executive, making laws, and convincing the public opinion. For this last

faculty, it is vital to constantly tweet every 45 minutes.
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